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Refundable medical expense supplement worksheet

I am a herestdclass object ([term_id] =&gt; 105 [name] =&gt; Tax Law [servant] =&gt; tax rights [term_group] =&gt; 0 [term_order] =&gt; 18 [term_taxonomy_id] =&gt; 1105 [taxonomy] =&gt; themes [description] =&gt; [parent] =&gt; 0 [count] =&gt; 0 [filter] =&gt; raw) {ontario:75043,alberta:75100,British-
columbia:75100,manitoba:75100,new-brunswick:75100,nl:75100,nwt:75100,nova-scotia:7510075100,nunavut:75100,pei:75100,quebec:75100,saskatchewan:75100,yukon:75100} Region: Ontario Answer # 1704 Medical Expense Tax Credit is a federal tax credit that helps individuals cover the cost of eligible medical
expenses. By claiming eligible medical expenses on your income tax return, you can reduce the amount of tax you have to pay. There are two federal tax credits for medical expenses that you may be able to get: The Disability Support Deduction applies to costs associated with impairment of physical or mental functions.
A refundable supplement for medical expenses is a refundable tax credit available to working individuals on low incomes and high medical costs. When can you claim medical expenses? You can only claim eligible medical expenses if you, your spouse or partner of common law: have paid medical expenses in any 12-
month period ending the year for which you claim them and have not claimed them on your previous year's tax return. Who can you claim expenses for? On line 33099 of your tax return, you or your spouse or joint law partner may claim costs paid for: yourself, a spouse or a partner in common law and the children of
your spouse or joint partner who were under the age of 18 at the end of the tax year On line 33199 of your tax return, you or your spouse or common law partner may claim expenses paid for the following dependebrates: the child of your spouse or joint partner or common law partner who was 18 years of age or older at



the end of the tax year or the grandchildren of your spouse or joint partner's parents, grandchildren, brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, nieces or nephews who were residents of Canada at any time of the year. How much can you ask for? In most cases, you can claim the total amount of medical expense (even if it is not
paid in Canada). However, you can only request a portion that has not been reimbursed, as might be the case if you have insurance coverage that reimburses you for a percentage of the costs. The maximum amount that can be claimed for medical expenses is less than 3% of your net income, or $2,352 for the 2019 tax
year. In 2020, the maximum amount is set at $2,397. The CRA uses these amounts to calculate what your loan will be. What medical costs are eligible? The types of medical costs that can be claimed are extensive, and include a large variety of services, equipment and medicines. Visit the Canadian Revenue Agency to
a complete list of types of medical costs and if the cost is acceptable. The CRA will also tell you if you will need to provide documents to support your These may include: certificates, prescriptions, a certificate in writing provided by a physician or a T2201 form, a disability tax credit certificate For more information about
the medical expense tax credit, see the Canadian Income Agency. For information about similar provincial tax credits or benefits that may be available, visit the Government of Canada website. For legal advice and help with tax planning, cra tax dispute or other tax matters, please contact llp retirement tax chambers
ready? You want to balance your mortgage, children's education and retirement savings. Are you saving enough to meet your goals and be ready to retire? The consultant has the expertise to put you on the right track to achieve your long-term goals and can help you set realistic planning goals and stick to your plan.
Contact your Empire Life consultant today for more information. Line 452 - Return supplement to the medical cost This is automatically calculated from the amounts entered for medical expenses and your income. Previously, you were able to claim a loan of up to $750. The maximum amount has been increased to
$1000. To request this add-on, the following must apply: You have an amount on line 332 on Schedule 1. You were resident in Canada during 2006. You were 18 or older at the end of 2006. In addition, the total amount of the following two amounts must be $2,919 or more: your employment income on lines 101 and 104
(excluding amounts received from the loss-of-pay plan) minus amounts on lines 207, 212, 229 and 231 (but if the result is negative, use 0); and your net self-employment income (not including losses) from lines 135 to 143. You cannot claim this loan if the total amount of your net income is 236) and your spouse or partner
in common law, net income (line 236 of his or her return, or the amount it would be if it submitted a refund) minus any universal childcare (UCCB) amount you reported on line 117 or in the area of your spouse's or common right's name on page 1 of your return is 42,140 or more. However, if you were separated due to a
disconnect for a period of 90 days or more involving 31,000 people, you would have to stay in The Hague. Be sure to enter, in the identification area on page 1 of your return, your marital status and, if applicable, your spouse or partner's common law information (including his net income, even if it is zero). Complete the
chart for line 452 on the federal worksheet in the form book to calculate your request. You can claim this credit for the same medical expenses you requested on line 215 of your return and line 332 on Schedule 1. General Rules - Federal General Rules - Québec Québec - Glasses Frame Payments The impact of the tax
credit for home support services for elderly people (Québec) on medical expenses claimed in Québec Transport and travel expenses for medical services not available in your area – line 378 (Québec) Methods of moving costs for determining the rate of travel expenses applied on the basis of the place of start of the
move Acceptable medical costs for which a choice must be made between an application as medical expenses and a disability claim Acceptable medical costs for which a limit may apply due to the amount of the disabled Eligible amount of medical expenses for other dependers – line 33199 Québec prescription drug
insurance plan premium Optimization General rules - Federal The following information is automatically updated to the medical costs of work charged per program: Premiums paid by employees for private health service plans (T4, box 85, T4A, box 135) Premiums paid under the Prescription Drug Insurance Plan for the
previous tax year (Québec residents only) Note : Costs incurred solely for cosmetic purposes, including all related services and other costs, such as travel expenses, are not eligible for the medical expenses tax credit. Both surgical and surgical procedures aimed solely at improving appearance are unacceptable.
However, the cost is eligible if necessary for medical or reconstructive purposes, for example, surgery to deal with deformity associated with a congenital abnormality, personal injury resulting from an accident or trauma, or disfigured disease. To consult a list of eligible medical expenses, go to . For more information on
eligible medical expenses, see Folio S1-F1-C1 Income Tax Credit, medical expense tax credit. General Rules – Québec The following information is automatically updated to the account of the operation of the medical costs of the program: Premiums paid to employees for private health service plans (RL-1 and RL-2, box
235); Premiums paid under the Prescription Drug Insurance Plan for the previous tax year; Private health services plan (RL-1, box J); and the value of coverage received by an individual under the private health service plan (RL-22, box B). To consult a list of eligible medical expenses, go to . Québec - Payments made for
glasses frames Costs incurred for: eyewear frames are limited to $200 per person per reference period used (12 consecutive months); services provided for aesthetic purposes only can no longer be refused. In certain specific situations, the amounts shown in québec medical operating costs may be overridden. Impact of
the tax credit for home support services to the elderly (Québec) medical expenses claimed in Québec Costs used to calculate the tax credit for home support services to elderly people (TCHSS) cannot be included in the calculation of the calculation tax credit for Québec medical expenses, while at the federal level these
costs entitle you to a tax credit for medical expenses. Example: The taxpayer paid $13,480 to a care and care home. Of this amount, costs of $5,200 are eligible for a tax credit for home support services for seniors. Calculation of medical expenses that can be claimed federally: Costs paid into a care and care home
eligible as medical expenses $13,480 Medical expenses that can be claimed federally $13,480 Medical expenses calculation for claim in Québec: Costs paid for care and nursing home Eligible as medical expenses $13,480 Minus: Costs eligible for TCHSS - $5,200 Medical expenses for claim in Québec $8,280 Costs for
medical services not provided in the Transport and Travel Expenses area The following costs meet the requirements : Medical services not provided in the area Other medical expenses Medical services not provided in the area (return TP1, line 378) At least 40 km (one way) Costs of using the vehicle paid to the
transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) Costs paid to the transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) At least 80 km (one way) Costs of using the vehicle paid to the transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) Meal costs Accommodation costs Parking costs paid to the transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) Cost of meals Costs of using the vehicle
At least 200 km (in one direction) Costs of using the vehicle paid to the transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) Meal costs Accommodation costs Parking costs paid to the transport company (taxi, bus, etc.) Meal costs Vehicle costs use travel, accommodation costs and movement costs (complete TP-752.0.13.1) Federal at
least 40 km (one way): If the taxpayer has had to travel to receive medical treatment that was not available in his area (within 40 kilometers of his place of residence), he can claim the amount of travel expenses. In such a situation, public transport costs payable (for example, for travelling by taxi, bus or train) may be
included in medical expenses. Where public transport is not easily accessible, the taxpayer may claim the costs of using the vehicle. If the taxpayer claims travel expenses incurred for treatment, you can calculate these costs using a detailed method or simplified method. If you use a detailed method to calculate the cost
of using a vehicle, the taxpayer must keep all invoices and records for travel expenses incurred over a period of 12 months. When using this method, you need to take into account the total number of kilometers traveled during this period, as well as the number of kilometers traveled for trips that led to medical expenses
credits. The amount claimed for travel expenses must correspond to the costs of vehicles attributable to kilometres travelled from medical For example, if the taxpayer has travelled a total of 10 000 kilometres over a 12-month period, and of this total, 1000 kilometres for medical reasons, the taxpayer may claim 10% of its
total vehicle costs for travel expenses. If you use a simplified method to calculate the cost of a vehicle, you must monitor the number of kilometres travelled by the taxpayer in order to receive medical care over a period of 12 months and multiply the number of kilometres by the speed specified for each province or
territory. At least 50 miles (one way): If the taxpayer has had to travel more than 50 miles to get medical attention, in addition to travel expenses, they may be able to claim their meals and accommodation costs. If you use a detailed method to calculate meal costs, the taxpayer must keep their bills. If you use a simplified
method, you can request a lump sum of $17 per serving, up to a maximum of $51 per day, per person, without confirmations. The taxpayer should keep receipts for accommodation costs in order to be able to secure them at the request of the tax authorities. The taxpayer may also claim travel expenses for the person
accompanying him or her, if the doctor certifies in writing that the taxpayer could not travel without assistance. Québec The taxable person may include in his medical expenses the following transport and travel costs incurred for himself, for his spouse or for the depending person (hereinafter): the costs of transporting
the person travelling by ambulance to or from a public hospital or a licensed private hospital; at least 40 km (one way): transport costs of a person using the transport business or an amount considered reasonable for the use of the person's own vehicle in which the transport service was not immediately available and
where the distance was traveled to obtain medical services not available at the person's locality for at least 40 kilometres; at least 80 km (one way): the travel costs of a person, if the distance to drive to obtain medical services that are not available at the person's locality is at least 80 kilometres; transport costs or travel
expenses of an individual accompanying a person requesting care, if, according to the practitioner's written confirmation, that person is incapable of travelling alone. Costs for medical services not available in your area - line 378 (Québec) The taxpayer can claim the amount for certain costs paid to obtain medical services
that were not available in his or her area. The following costs are eligible: travel and accommodation costs paid in the current year in order to obtain medical services in Québec that were not available for at least 200 kilometres, one of the ways in which the taxpayer lives; mobile costs paid in the current year to be
relocated within 50 miles of the health facility in Québec, where the health facility is located 200 kilometres or more from the locality where the taxpayer previously lived (in one direction). If the taxpayer can deduct these costs as movable expenses or if he or she is entitled to deduction (deduction for residents of certain
remote areas), may be more advantageous to deduct these costs on the lines of its return corresponding to those deductions. In order to be eligible for this loan and to be able to enter those costs on line 378, the taxpayer must pay medical costs for himself, for his spouse or for any other person who has depended on the
taxpayer during the year in which the costs were incurred, and he or she must attach his or her refundable medical services form costs that are not available in your area (TP-752.0.13.1) as well as his or her invoices. Taxprep automatically updates these costs to a copy of this form. Moving costs For the purposes of this
form, moving costs correspond to reasonable moving costs, except those claimed on line 21900 (and/or lines 228 and 378 in québec refund) of up to $2,000, and were caused by the transfer to a more accessible dwelling, in order to allow a person, spouse or dependent person to gain access or to be mobile or functional
in the apartment, if the person concerned does not have normal physical development or has severe and long-term mobility impairment. Methods of determining travel costs taxpayers can choose between two methods, one simplified and the other detailed, in order to calculate its travel costs. If the taxpayer chooses a
detailed method for calculating the costs of using the vehicle, he or she must keep his accounts and keep a record of the costs incurred by him or her. To determine the applicable simplified method prices, go to or call the Tax Information Telephone Service (TIPS) at 1-800-267-6999. Cost of care or cost of accompanying
care Acceptable medical costs for which a choice must be made between the requirement as medical expenses and the requirement for the amount of disability benefits The types of costs that can be claimed in this section are as follows: Compensation paid for round-the-clock care in a nursing home under paragraph
118.2(2)(b) (Form T2201 required); Compensation paid for round-the-clock care in an independent domestic facility (such as an individual's house) in accordance with paragraph 118.2(2)(c) (Form T2201 or required confirmation); Cost of round-the-clock care in a nursing home in accordance with paragraph 118.2(2)(d)
(Form T2201 or required certification); The program optimizes the claim by determining which is more favorable for the taxpayer and the spouse: claiming these costs as medical expenses or claiming the amount of disability. During optimization per program, the following two amounts are compared: tax payable (line
43500 T1 refund) minus the refundable supplement for medical expenses (line 45200 T1 when these costs are claimed; tax to be paid (line 43500 T1 returns) when requesting the amount of disability. If the program determines that there is a favorable requirement for these costs for the patient, the check box Request
that the costs paid instead of the amount of the disability will be selected, and the program will void the amount of disability in the T1 jacket and Form 428, where applicable, the patient (or the taxpayer, the spouse or depending person whose return is linked) or in the FAM form for the depender whose return is not
related. If the program determines that the disability is favorable for the patient, the check box will be selected. Optimization is done for all patients for which these costs are incurred, and you can modify optimization using bridging in the Summary subsection. Diagnostics have been added to notify you of the optimization
made by the program. Note, for example, that the following amounts are not taken into account in optimising these costs: the amount of a Canadian carer for infirm children under the age of 18 (line 30500); Tax cuts in forms BC428, NB428, NL428, NS428, ON428 and PE428. Diagnostics have been added to advise you
when optimizing these costs is not optimal and check the results. Have for example: No optimization is done for a patient who is a spouse and whose return is not in the couple. Diagnostics have been added to advise you that no optimization has been made for this patient. Eligible medical expenses for which a limit
could be applied due to the amount of disability The only types of costs that can be claimed in this section are as follows: Compensation paid for care for several working hours in a nursing home in accordance with paragraph 118.2(2)b.1) (Form T2201 required); Compensation paid for round-the-clock care not sought
under paragraphs 118.2(2)b), 118.2(2)c) or 118.2(2)d) (requested form T2201) (BiO) That salary had to be paid to a person who was not a spouse of a taxpayer or under the age of 18 at the time, and the individual receiving care must be someone with severe and long-term mental or physical impairment. For example: if
these costs are eligible under more than one item and an individual is eligible for a disability tax credit, it becomes important to determine which of the requirements is more favourable to the individual. Both the amount of disability and those costs can be claimed provided that these costs do not exceed $10,000 (or
$20,000 for a deceased person). For example, the Ontario limit is $14,065 (or $28,130 for a deceased person). The programme optimises the claim by determining whether it is favourable to the taxpayer and the spouse (if applicable) claiming these costs as medical expenses (taking into account the limitation) as well as
the amount of disability or claim the amount of these paid costs instead of the amount of disability benefits. During optimization, the program compares the following two amounts: the tax to be paid (line 43500 T1 refund) minus the refundable supplement for medical expenses (line 45200 T1 refund) when these costs are
limited and the amount of disability is required; taxpayers (line 43500 T1 refund) when requesting the total amount of those costs. If the program finds it more advantageous to ask for a limit on these costs and the amount of disability, the Check Box Request paid expenses (taking into account the limit) as well as the
amount of disability, and the program will limit those costs to $10,000 in MED form. If the program determines that there is a favorable claim for the total amount of these costs, ask that the costs paid instead of the amount of the disability will be selected, and the program will void the amount of disability in the T1 jacket
and Form 428, where applicable, the patient (or the taxpayer, spouse or depending person whose return is linked) or in the FAM form for the depending person whose restitution is not linked. Optimization is done for all patients for which these costs are incurred, and you can modify optimization using bridging in the
Summary subsection. Diagnostics have been added to notify you of the optimization made by the program. Note, for example, that the following amounts could not be taken into account in optimising these costs: the amount of a Canadian carer for infirm children under the age of 18 (line 30500); Tax cuts in forms
BC428, NB428, NL428, NS428, ON428 and PE428. Diagnostics have been added to advise you when optimizing these costs is not optimal and you need to check the results. Have for example: No optimization is done for a patient who is a spouse and whose return is not in the couple. Diagnostics have been added to
advise you that no optimization has been made for this patient. Here is a table from the RC4065 Guide, Medical Expenses, which details the types of costs and whether the amount of disability can be claimed or not. For example, the same rules apply to Québec. Required type of reimbursement Can you claim the
amount of disability? 1 - Fees paid for round-the-clock care in a nursing home under paragraph 118.2(2)d) Form T2201 or the doctor must confirm in writing that the person, and for the foreseeable future will continue to be, is dependent on others for his personal needs and care due to a lack of normal mental capacity.
You can claim the amount of disability, if eligible, or those costs, but not both. 2 - Salaries and salaries for supporting care provided in Canada. This may include a portion of nursing home benefits paid for round-the-clock care relating only to salaries and salaries under paragraph 118.2(2)b.1) Form T2201 You can claim
the amount of disability and up to $10,000 for those costs ($20,000 if a person has died in a year). 3 - Salaries and salaries for one person a student outside a self-contained home facility in accordance with paragraph 118.2(2)b) Form T2201 You can claim the amount of disability or those costs, but not both. 4 -
Permanent escort at home in accordance with paragraph 118.2(2)c) Form T2201 or the doctor must confirm in writing that he is a person, and will likely be for a long continuous period of indefinite duration, dependent on others for his personal needs and care due to impairment of physical or mental functions and needs a
permanent student. You can claim the amount of disability, if eligible, or those costs, but not both. 5 - Salaries and salaries for care in a group home in Canada under paragraph 118.2(2)b.2) Form T2201 You can claim the amount of disability and those costs. 6 - Care, or training and care, in school, institution or
elsewhere (such as a detoxification clinic) under paragraph 118.2(2)e) Form T2201 or an appropriately qualified person must confirm in writing that due to mental or physical impairment, a person needs equipment, facilities or personnel who specifically provide that place for people with the same type of impairment. Have
an appropriately qualified person who includes a doctor and may include a school principal or institution principal or other place. You can claim the amount of disability, if you are eligible, and those costs. Acceptable amount of medical expenses for other dependers – line 33199 You can calculate the medical costs paid
by you or your spouse or partner of common law for one or more of the following persons, when your dependers, line 33199: your children or large children aged 18 or over (or that of your spouse or common law partner); your parents, grandchildren, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, nephews or nieces who have stayed in
Canada at one point in the year (or those of your spouse or mutual partner). These medical expenses must be paid for the same 12-month period specified on line 33099. How do I determine the medical costs paid by you or your spouse or common law partner on line 33199 in Taxprep? First, enter the name of the
depending member in the family profile (Jump Code: FAM). Then, if that person is a depending person eligible for line 33199, you can select them from the list of patient names in the MED form, Medical Expense Worksheet - Federal (Jump Code: MED). Finally, if you or your spouse or partner of common law has paid
medical expenses for that depender, select his name from the patient dropout list, enter any other information requested, as well as the amount paid. This amount will be updated to line 33199. Keep in the beginning: Medical expenses paid by the depending person must be entered into his/her return and claimed on line
33099. Medical expenses entered in the recovery of the dependent family included in the family data file are never transferable to the taxpayer's return as they must be entered into the refund who paid them. Québec Prescription Drug Insurance Plan Premium For the purposes of Québec income tax, the contribution paid
to the Québec prescription drug insurance plan is, considered paid 31. For the contribution of Québec's prescription medicines insurance plan to be included in the medical costs in Québec for the current year, medical costs must cover a period of 12 months involving 31 December 2014. For the purpose of a federal
income tax return, the Québec prescription drug insurance premium paid for the previous year will be deductible only on the current federal tax return. Optimization Bearing in mind certain factors, the program optimizes medical costs, in other words, calculates optimal use of medical expenses and return medical costs
supplemented by the taxpayer or spouse. Since only costs exceeding 3% of net income are deducted, there is an advantage in having the lowest income earner claim medical expenses. However, when a couple's income is low, there is an advantage that a person whose working income is higher than basic income
claims medical expenses, as that person will also be entitled to a refundable supplement. It must also take into account the possibility that the person eligible to claim the most medical expenses does not need a deduction in order to reduce the tax payable. In some circumstances, due to the refundable supplement, that
person should still claim the deduction, while in others it is more likely to ignore the refundable supplement and claim medical expenses in the return of the spouse. In order to optimise medical costs, there must be a spouse on 31 October 2014. Optimisation does not apply if the taxpayer or spouse: arrived or left Canada
during the year; is non-resident; separated or divorced in a year; pre-bankruptcy or refund is submitted by the insolvency administrator. Several diagnostics have been added to explain the extent of the optimization. However, you can modify, in the medical expenses worksheet, the choice made by the program by
selecting, using bridging, the check box You want to claim medical expenses. Also, if you want spouses to share costs, you must override the amount entered on the Medical Costs line (line 33099) and/or the Medical Expenses line for other dependers (line 33199). The program does not take into account the provincial
tax in its optimization calculation (only federal tax is considered) and does not optimize the deduction for medical expenses for the Québec tax return. However, several diagnostics have been added to help you decide on the division of the deduction by the taxpayer and the spouse. Optimization of the 12-month period
When the medical costs of the previous year are listed in the medical expenses worksheet, the program allows you to determine the most fair 12-month period ending in the current year. To do this, click the Calculation button at the top of the form. The program will modify the dates in the Period covered by the claim
section to find the optimal period of 12 months. The program will clear the check box in the Receivables column for each cost that has not been incurred in the period covered. However, for example, you can still manually select or clear the box for each cost. Medical expenses entered in the medical expense worksheet
whose payment date is included in the current or previous year and for which no claims column box has been selected will be forwarded next year to maintain the history of costs paid but are not receivables in the last two years. This information may be useful in preparing the return of the deceased person. See Also
Federal Income and Benefit Tax Guide - Lines 33099 and 33199 Income Tax Return Guide - Line 381 381
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